My future!

Meaningful
Pathways
A program to support
adults with disability into
exploring and
experiencing desired
career options
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Meaningful Pathways

2 Introduction
Meaningful Pathways is a program to support adults with disabilities into
employment and/or other vocational options. It may also be used as a pre NDIS
planning tool enabling the customer to explore his/her dreams of the life he or she
wants to live.

For Meaningful Pathways to be successful it requires the self-advocacy of
participants as well as a mentor(s) to guide all involved, plus where possible a
support network of the participant’s employer, trainer, family, or advocate, although it
is recognised that not all participants will have such networks.

Meaningful Pathways comprises:

1. A series of stages identified as P.A.A.CH - Possibilities, Attainability, Action
Planning, and Checking.
The desired outcome is an Action Plan assisting participants with disability to
find a meaningful life, possibly via paid, unpaid or volunteer employment, as
a supported employee or in a blended employment model, or as a
contributing member of the community.
2. A suite of tools at each stage guiding participants to assess and address
skills, barriers and gaps to reaching goals.
3. One to two mentors to meet with and guide participants to use the tools and
offer support as required, and
4. The ability for participants to explore interests and goals, the ability to selfpace and develop skills in a time frame that is appropriate and with
appropriate support and networks.

This document outlines the structure for both the participants and the mentors.
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2.1 What does P.A.A.CH stand for?

P

Possibilities – Setting Goals
What are they for the participant, and what else is there?
This is where we start – together with a mentor(s), students participate
in a range tools from the Possibilities tool kit guiding them to talk about
themselves, communicating interests and values.
Knowing more about what participants like, what’s important to them
and what challenges they want to explore, what supports they already
have, what communities they belong to will all be important first steps.
Also important is the chance to analyse their dreams looking at what
are the core feature(s) of their dreams, what challenges might be
presented, how these might be overcome.

A

Attainability – Research and Explore
What options are there in the world of employment? What do I need to
attain these options? How long will it take to reach these goals?
The next stage is to explore the student’s work readiness, abilities and
skills. What jobs or industries fit with their dreams? This will involve
testing student skills and capabilities using a range of tools from the
Attainability tool kit, including diagnostic testing of literacy and
numeracy, and identifying what training and/or experience they might
need. May include ‘toe-dipping” (vocational tasters) where participants
are unsure or unable to identify a goal.

A

Action Planning

CH

CHecking

Students along with their mentors, teachers and/or support workers
develop an Action Plan for up to 5 years based on information from
Possibilities and Attainability

Evaluation of Action Plan through a series of review dates
How fulfilling was/is this goal for the participant?
Is it the right pathway?
Is it the right dream?

2.2 Preparing for P.A.A.CH
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PAACH is the process for achieving an Action Plan and meaningful pathways


Each student has at least one mentor.



A mentor directs the student through the P.A.A.CH process, but is
encouraged to include parents, support workers, teachers, friends at all
stages



A mentor should be familiar with:
o principles of student choice, and
o a wide range of available tools.



Students (and their supports) should understand that the P.A.A.CH process:
o is not a quick fix, and
o may not be linear.

2.3 People required
For Meaningful Pathways to be successful it requires:


a participant with disability who has long term goal(s)



a career planner to take the person through the interview and initial
documentation processes



a mentor(s) to guide all involved, including the support network of the
participant, such as their employer, trainer, family, advocate etc.



an employment advocate where needed.

A mentor may take on the role of career planner and/or employment
advocate

Role of the career planner


To conduct Possibilities interviews ensuring that the person
concerned has a mentor and the supports they need.



To present the mentor with documented outcomes of the Possibilities
for ratification with the person concerned.



To conduct Attainability tests and document results and
recommendations for the mentor and the person concerned.
(Please note that some diagnostic testing such as the Work
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Readiness Profile may only be conducted by persons approved by
ACER)


To work with the person concerned and the mentor to develop the
Action Plan.

Role of the mentor


To know and be trusted by the participant.



To walk beside the participant.



To support participant during planning meetings.



To ensure the plan is what the participant wants and reflects their
needs and aspirations.



To advise and work with the career planner.



To round up other supports or friends.



To review according to the review dates and update the action plan.

Role of the employment advocate


To be familiar with the action plan.



To liaise with both mentor and career seeker.



To research training, employment or volunteer opportunities in line
with the action plan.

2.4 What is involved and timelines
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All outcome reports are made available to the participant and mentor(s) for further
comment.

Activity
Possibilities
Interview(s) with participant and
mentor(s) using a range of tools
set out in the Possibilities tool
pack. Tools can be chosen in
any order, but it is suggested
that the “How I spend my time
now” is completed first. A
mentor is essential for this
activity
Attainability
 Work Readiness Profile:
can be undertaken with the
participant or the mentor
 Skills audit: can be
undertaken with participant
and/or mentor
 Skills investigation: can be
undertaken by the
researcher or mentor into
what skills are required to
meet the participants dream
 Diagnostic testing: using
relevant tools where
indicated by the work
readiness profile into
numeracy and literacy.
 Documentation: according
to the Attainability template

Action planning
Action planning should be
8

Time

Outcome

Takes a total of
two to three hours
but these can be
staggered in line
with participant
availability and
attention span.

A Profile Report about
the participant including
strengths, desires and
supports needed.
Possibilities forms
completed.

Half an hour

Half an hour

A work readiness profile
indicating participants
work strengths and
support needs
A skills report

Flexible

Added to skills report

Half an hour to an
hour for each test

Diagnostic report

Planning meeting

Action Plan
Meaningful Pathways

undertaken with mentors,
support and friends along with
the participant and run on
PAACH guidelines - see the
Action Planning template.
Once the Action Plan is
documented it should be ratified
with participant and mentor(s)
Checking
Review dates are not the dates
that actions have to be
completed by but are regular
checks to see how the Plan is
going. It is recommended that
these are set into an Outlook
calendar
Questions to be asked at review
dates:
 Are we on track?
If not why not?
 Is this the right pathway?
 Is this the right dream?

9

2-3 hours
Plan
documentation
2 hours
Plan ratification
as needed

Recommended to
take place
monthly to begin
with and then
quarterly

Action Plan
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3 Possibilities

All about me

Participant
Post code
Interviewer
Date
Mentor(s)
Interview time
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3.1 Interviewer notes
The presence of a mentor is essential

This section comprises nine exercises.

With all these exercises ways to initiate activity might include:


having informal conversations or interviews



brainstorming with a group



using lists of words suggesting various activities



using lots of pictures of activities, or



simply being with a participant over time and noting what “lights them
up”. This method is time consuming but useful for non-verbal, nonactive participants.

The interviewer should:


explore the participant feelings



look for patterns in the answers, and



be aware of participant’s verbal skills and attention levels.

This part of the P.A.A.CH process can be time consuming – but it is
better to take the time needed than have to repeat it later.

These exercises do not all have to be completed, nor do they have to be
done in this order, or all at once. It is best to get a sense of the participant’s
interest levels, their needs and attention spans and work from there. Time
spent on each interview will again depend on the participant energy levels
1. How I spend my time now: explores the participant’s current
occupations. This can be done through interview; through sticking
words or pictures into a timetable, through other’s feedback. It is
recommended that this is done first since it deals with something
concrete and known to the participant. Apart from indicating how the
participant spends their time and what they enjoy it should give the
11
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interviewer an idea of the level of independence and/or support
needed.
2. My interests: explores the participant’s general interests. Once
interests (if possible try for up to three interests) are ascertained these
need to be explored further using the ensuing questions. Watch for
the “eyes lighting up” moments. Be prepared to go off on tangents that
might reveal skills or further interests
3. Knowing my support needs: explores the degree of support a
participant might need. It would be helpful if you could also explore
others’ opinions, such as a parent, teacher or work supervisor, as to
the degree of support a participant might need.
4. Daily planning: The purpose of this exercise is to ascertain the
degree of organisation a participant has.
5. My connections: explores the participant’s environment and the level
of community (informal support) available.
6. More about me: explores the participant personal environment, their
styles and also what special skills they think they might have. Often
participants are too shy to say what their special skills are and the
mentor needs to be asked.
7. My work skills: This explores a participant’s quantifiable education
and work place skills he/she already possesses such as certificates,
as well as suggesting where they might direct any future study.
8. Testing the dream: This should is the one exercise which must be
included. It explores some of the participant’s current career dreams
and tries to establish boundaries of the possible.

Further reading/activities:
Partner Assisted Learning – Learning Together Module (2004)
Inclusion Melbourne, Melbourne.
Ramanchan P., Leighton D., Moors R., Laragy C., Despott N. and Given,
N. (2013), It’s My Choice Toolkit, Inclusion Melbourne / RMIT University,
Melbourne.
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3.2 Possibilities toolkit
Age
Living arrangements
With whom
Current employment

Checklist
Exercise

Date

Interviewer Mentor

How I spend my time now
My interests
Knowing my support needs
Daily planning
My connections
More about me
My work skills
Testing the dream
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3.3 How I spend my time now
Participants might like to fill this in themselves

Monday
Morning

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Who with

Afternoon

Who with

Evening

Who with

Best things
about this
day

14
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Saturday

Sunday

Example

Monday
Morning

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Cooking

Excursion –
Doncaster
Shopping Town

Literacy

Work Ed

Riding

Church

Janine and Tina
Tim, Mark and
Susie

Janine and Tina

Mark and Susie

My sister

Janine and Tina

Tim, Mark and
Susie

Mum, Dad and
my sister

Afternoon

Bowling

Life skills

Work Ed

Shopping

Television

Mum

No one

Television

Television
Homework

Literacy class

Who with

Maths

Maths
Tim, Mark and
Susie

Janine and Tina

Janine and Tina

Simon, Janine
and Tine

Evening

Television

Television
Homework

Netball

Rounders in the
Park
Tim, Mark and
Susie
Television

Mum and Dad

Mum and Dad

Netball team

Mum and Dad

Mum and Dad

Mum and Dad

Bowling with
Simon because
he’s my
boyfriend

Doncaster –
looking at the
shops

Netball – we
won

Rounders and
CSI on TV

Shopping
because we
bought me a
new top

Roast for dinner

Who with

Television

Who with
Mum and Dad

Best things
about this
day
The dog
program on TV
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3.4 My interests
Photocopy a page for each interest.

Tell me about something you really like doing
Note to interviewer: explore feelings

How often do you do this?

Last time you did this was:

Who did you do it with?

Tell me some of the good and bad things about this activity – how you felt

Interviewer comments

16
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Example

Tell me about something you really like doing
I like horse riding

How often do you do this?
Once month

Last time you did this was:
Last Saturday

Who did you do it with?
My sister comes with me and I have a RDA person riding with me. Sometimes we have a groups of people going
out together
Tell me some of the good and bad things about this activity – how you felt
I don’t like going out when it’s raining. I feel grumpy
I have my favourite horse called “Honey” and I love her
I like it when there’s a group because I can talk to people but I don’t like one of the boys that goes out with us
sometimes because he’s rude and that makes me feel cross
Interviewer comments
Outdoor activities only in good weather
Social environment
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3.5 Knowing my support needs
Questions

What the participant thinks

Comments from other person
Name
Relationship to participant

Are there things which
might affect your ability to
study or work?
What supports or
adjustments have already
been made?
What further support
might you need?
Is there anything which
might prevent you
working a full day or
which might prevent you
working regularly?
Interviewer comments
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Example

Questions

What the participant thinks

Comments from other person
Name: Janet Green
Relationship to participant: Teacher

Are there things which
might affect your ability to
study or work?

I sometimes need more time to
finish written work as my hands get
a bit stiff

Sally’s written work has improved in the last year. With
practice she should be even better
Her thinking is also a bit slower than others

What supports or
adjustments have already
been made?

I have had a note taker in the past

The note taker made an enormous difference – when
she turned up on time!
Sally just need to be given extra time to finish tasks

What further support
might you need?

I’d feel more confident if I could still
have a note taker
It also helps if there are written
notes from the teacher

I agree – there has not always been time to supply this

Is there anything which
might prevent you
working a full day or
which might prevent you
working regularly?

I have a lot of medical appointments
which means I sometimes have to
take time off

Sally has occasional anxiety attacks – she has learned
to cope with these but sometimes she needs a couple of
days respite

Interviewer comments

Needs something without pressure/need breaks.
Needs support for written work. Consider voice recognition software.
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3.6 Planning for the day
Tell me what you do to get ready for
work/school/other in the morning

Who helps you and how?

Interviewer comments
Example

Tell me what you do to get ready for
work/school/other in the morning

Who helps you and how?

I get out of bed and get dressed
I eat my breakfast

Mum wakes me and has my clothes ready. I shower and
dress myself
Mum has breakfast cooked for me when I am ready

I get my school bag

Mum checks that I have my lunch and all my books

I go to school

Dad drives me to school

Interviewer comments
Needs planning support?
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3.7 My connections
Tell me about activities you do with other people.

Activities

Who supports you

With your family

With your friends

With your community e.g.
sports

In your culture e.g.
religious or ethnic
groups

Interviewer comments
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Further comments

Example

With your family

Activities

Who supports you

Further comments

Shopping

Mum usually goes with me

Saturday mornings

Visiting my aunty

Mum and Dad take me in the
car

Every other week on a
Sunday afternoon

I go with my brother and sister

In the summer when my
sister and brother have time
After we have done the
shopping on Saturday

Going to the beach

With your friends

Going out for coffee on a
Saturday

With your community e.g. I play netball on Wednesday
nights
sports
I go to College on Tuesdays

In your culture e.g.
religious or ethnic
groups

I go to church

Mum drives me to the coffee
shop and then leaves and
comes to pick me up later
Mum takes me and comes to
pick me up later

Every week

Mum drives me there and I
have a note taker
I go with Mum

Every week in term time

Interviewer comments
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On Sunday mornings

3.8 More about me
My role in life – I am:
A brother
A sister
A friend
A worker
An aunt
An uncle
A son
A daughter
A neighbour
A husband
A wife
A girl friend
A boyfriend
My style – I am:
A morning person
An evening person
Shy
Like to be with people
Quiet
Cheerful
Like to be on my own

23

Yes

No

Things I need in life
Friends
Time to do things slowly
My family
A job
Enough money
Lots of money
To be outdoors
Good health
A car
Time alone
Other things

Yes

No

My special gifts are
Good sense of humour
Thoughtful
Loyal to my friends
Love animals
Other gifts

Yes

Meaningful Pathways

No

3.9 My work skills
Education
Reading

Writing

Maths
Money Skills

Level
Individual words
Signs
Easy English books and notices
Novels
Newspapers
My name
Copying words
To dictation
Counting
Calculation
Recognition
Calculation

Comments

Level

Comments

Certificates
Work Skills

Things I would like to learn
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Example

Education
Reading

Level
Individual words
Signs
Easy English books and notices
Novels
Newspapers
My name
Copying words
To dictation
Counting
Calculation
Recognition
Calculation

Comments

Work Skills

Level

Comments

Computer
Typing
Photocopying
Filing

Basic
Slow but accurate

I can use a mouse and use Word docs

Writing

Maths
Money Skills

I read books for pleasure. My favourites
are school stories and animal stories. I
don’t read the newspaper

I can write what people ask me to. My
spelling isn’t very good and I write slowly
I can do addition and subtraction of two
digit numbers
I can understand the price of things and
can calculate the change I should have

Certificates

Using alphabetical filing system

Things I would like to learn
More computer skills; telephone and reception skills
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3.10

Testing the dream

The job/activity I would
like to do is:
The best thing about
this job would be:
What experience/skills
do I think might be
needed for this job:
What skills do I already
have:
The tasks I think I would
do in this job are:
What are the challenges
for me in doing this job?
Other jobs that let me do
the best things in this
job are:
Interviewer comments
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Example

The job/activity I would
like to do is:

A vet

A beautician

An aeroplane pilot

The best thing about
this job would be:

Look after animals
Feed animals

Doing people’s nails and hair
Doing make up

Flying an aeroplane

What experience/skills
do I think might be
needed for this job:

I love being with animals

I like doing my own make-up
and hair and I do my Mum’s
sometimes

I like planes
I have lots of model planes and
books about planes

I do Mum’s hair and nails

I know about different kinds of
animals

Talking to people about their
makeup and stuff

Just being with planes

How to do hair and make-up
and paint nails

I would have to learn how to fly

I look after my dog Pooch

What skills do I already
have:
The tasks I think I would Getting to pat the animals
do in this job are:
What are the challenges Knowing about animals
for me in doing this job?

I would need to go to uni

Other jobs that let me
do the best things in
this job are:

Dog walking
Assisting in an animal shelter
Volunteer cat grooming
Working in a stables

I would need to go to TAFE
Theatrical wig maintenance
Volunteer hair and nail
maintenance in aged care
Make up retail

Interviewer comments
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I would need qualifications
I would need maths
Handyperson/gardening/canteen
job around an airport
Model aeroplane retail
Baggage handling

3.11 Personality profile
Name:

General

Interview potential

Worker potential

Interim suggestions
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Example

Name:

John Smith

General
John is an outgoing young man who has a great enthusiasm for sports of all
kinds. He is a member of his local wheelchair rugby club and is training to be a
coach.
He would love to be a sports administrator.
He is currently working in an ADE making packing cases but he would like
something more challenging.
He is travel trained and can use public transport.

Interview potential
John makes excellent eye contact and answers questions with consideration.
He has a speech impediment and he would be assisted if he could have some
support who is used to his speech at an interview.

Worker potential
John’s Work Readiness Profile showed him to be capable of training and work
provided he had some support. In particular he would need support toileting.
His current supervisor considers him a valuable worker with potential
leadership skills.
His literacy and numeracy is good and he completed Year 12 at school

Interim suggestions
Sports administration course at TAFE
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4 Attainability

Participant
Mentor
Current
employment
Tasks
Date
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4.1 Introduction
Career planner notes
The Attainability document is a summary of all diagnostic testing and current
skills/qualifications of the participant.

The presence of a mentor may be helpful but is not compulsory for diagnostic tests.
It is not essential that a participant undergo all tests but only those that are relevant
for the pathway they wish to take and/or are compatible with the participant’s current
abilities. For instance it would not be appropriate for someone who has identified in
the Work Readiness Profile as having no literacy to undertake the comprehension
tests. It would be appropriate however for them to undertake a word recognition test.

Where a person is non-verbal cards are available with the diagnostic package.
Please note: tests indicate where a participant is at a point in time and where
teaching can best be directed. They are not a forecast of future abilities.

The diagnostic package
The Work Readiness Profile available from the ACER is recommended although
this is under their copyright and requires specific qualifications to administer.

This package comprises:


Tests which are readily available on the internet – some of these have been
adapted with permission by Yooralla for use by people who are non-verbal.



Tests which have been developed by Yooralla as part of the Meaningful
Pathways Project and which are also adapted for people who are non-verbal.
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Outline of tests
Work Readiness Profile – available from ACER
This is an ACER tool covering both physical and intellectual disability at all levels
and only available for people holding specific qualifications.

It was found to be, in general, a good instrument for determining the strengths and
weaknesses of a participant and indicating the level of support they might need. It
does not go into depth with regards literacy/numeracy and may not reflect all the
support needed for those who are non-verbal. It is therefore recommended as the
initial exercise before other tests are conducted.

It covers:


Health



Hearing



Vision



Travel



Movement



Fine Motor Skills



Gross Motor Skills



Social and Interpersonal Skills



Work Adjustment



Communication Effectiveness



Abilities and Skills



Literacy and Numeracy

Numeracy


Patterning (Pre ACF level 1) – tests included in package
This tests for the participant’s ability to recognise simple patterns. This is a
precursor to both numeracy and literacy. Cards available.



Number (Pre ACF Level 1 to Level 1) – tests included in package
These tests relate to key understandings about number including the
concept of number and counting through to simple calculation and

32
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recognition of mathematical symbols and their functions. Cards available


Measurement (Pre ACF Level 1 to Level 1) – tests included in package
These tests relate to key understandings about measurement concepts of
length, time, weight and volume.



Money (Pre ACF Level 1 to Level 1) – tests include in package
These tests relate to key understandings about money from recognition of
Australian coins to simple change calculations.

Letter to Sound Correspondence (pre level 1)
Tests for ability to sound out letters and blended consonants. Available on:
https://www.scribd.com/document/76048044/Clay-Letter-Identification-StudentSheet
Cards available
Burts Word recognition tests (Pre level 1 – Level 4)
Tests ability to recognise familiar words and assess the participant’s reading level.
Available on: http://www.burtbooks.com/BURTWORDRECOGNITIONTEST.pdf
Informal Prose Inventory (Level 1 – 4)
Diagnoses reading accuracy using running reading and comprehension. Available
on: http://www.sharpreading.com/g/1248579/informal-prose-inventories---buy-nowas-ebooks-or-hard-copies.html
Some of the comprehension tests are reproduced here with author permission
along with cards for people who are non-verbal.
Spelling diagnostic
Developed with author’s permission from Donovan, J.L. and Marshall, C.R.(2016)
Comparing the Verbal Self Reports of Spelling Strategies used by Children With and
Without Dyslexia, International Journal of Disability, Development and Education,
63:1, 27 -44.
Provides indications as to what strategies a participant is using to read/spell and
what new strategies could be learned.
Cards available.
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5 Diagnostic tools

34

Patterning

Recognising, identifying and creating patterns

Measuring

Measuring length, time, weight and volume

Money

Understanding and using money

Numbers

Numbers, counting and basic sums

Literacy

Reading, spelling and comprehension
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5.1 Patterning
The ability to recognise, identify, and create patterns not only supports mathematical
and literacy learning, it also contributes to broader social development.

The patterning tests are a series of simple and somewhat more complex patterns.

The purpose of these tests are not to score students or to pass or fail them, but to
discover whether students need teaching in this area before they commence literacy
and/or numeracy.

Procedure
Student has his/her workbook in front of them. Inform them that there will be no scoring
or pass/fail but that the test is to indicate where they may need help.

The assessor shows the student the question sheet and explains what they need to do,
that is to find the next shape, letter, number or series of numbers in the sequence.
Students may respond verbally, by drawing the shape or by indicating the appropriate
card.

Do not assist the student but if the student is struggling suggest they move on to the
next question. Where they are struggling on three consecutive questions suggest that
they finish.

Assessor information
Explain to the student that you want them to tell you which shape in the sequence they
think comes next. They may provide the answer either by describing verbally the next in
sequence, or by drawing or (in the case of non-verbal students) by choosing a card.
You may use the first question as an example i.e. that the next shape is a green circle.
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Patterning – Diagnostic testing

What comes next?
Question 1

Answer

Question 2

Answer

Question 3

Answer

Question 4

Answer

Question 5

Answer

Question 6

Answer
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Question 7

Answer

AAbbAAbbAAb
Question 8

Answer

AaAAaaAAAaaa
Question 9

Answer

1,2,3 4,5,6 … 10,11,12
Question 10

Answer

12 34 12 56 12 78 12
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5.2 Numbers
The purpose of these tests are not to score students or to pass or fail them, but to
discover what areas of numeracy they are weak in and need instruction. Although they
have been placed in order of usual numeracy understandings, it cannot be assumed
that because a person cannot correctly complete one question they cannot do a
question further down. People with an acquired brain injury (ABI) for instance may have
non sequential gaps in their understanding.

Key understandings


The concept of numbers by being able to count a collection to find out how many
are in it and then to have confidence to trust the count



The concept of counting by group and assessing how many in a collection just
by looking. Do not discount this as a method of counting – it is as valid as being
able to count one by one.



The correlation between number and symbol by:
o Symbols for numbers
o Counting from one to ten and beyond
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The correlation between number and symbol for random numbers



Numbers from 100 and beyond



Numbers from 1000 and beyond



Comparison - the understanding of “more” or “less”



Simple addition using concrete objects



Simple addition using symbols



Simple subtraction using symbols



How to re-structure a problem into a basic calculation



Basic division



Complexity of mathematical symbols.
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Procedure
The student has his/her workbook in front of them. Inform them that there will be no
scoring or pass/fail but that the test is to indicate where they may need help.

The assessor reads the questions from the assessor workbook. The student may use a
calculator if they prefer but this should be noted on the assessment sheet. The student
should be given time to work out the answer and either say or write the answer.

Do not assist the student other than to write their answer if needed but if the student is
struggling suggest they move on to the next question. Where they are struggling on
three consecutive questions suggest that they finish.

There is no score, but questions relate to key understanding and failure to answer
correctly should indicate where a student needs help.
Complete the section on “Where student needs help” and “Plan for student”.
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Numbers – diagnostic testing
1. Count the ducks in each row and say the number out loud:
a.

b.

c.

2. How many birds are in each group?
a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

3. Write the numbers 1- 20 in the boxes below:
1

2

3

Now you start with 1 and continue
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4. How do you write the following numbers:
Four
Twelve
Twenty three
One hundred and forty nine
5. Write the numbers to the end of the boxes. Begin at 91 and
count by ones:
91

6. Write the numbers to the ends of the boxes. Begin at 991 and
count by ones to the end of the boxes:
991

7. In the picture below are there more cats or dogs? Are there
more fish or more birds?

8. If we add the cats to the dogs how many animals do we have?
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9. If we have 5 cats and 4 dogs how many animals do we have?

10. If you divided the birds above by 2, how many would you
have?

11. If we have 9 cats and take away 3, how many do we have?

12. How many dogs do you have to add to 4 cats to have 10
animals?

13. What does 3 x 4 equal?

14. Jane, Susan and Keith have 15 biscuits between them. How
many would each person have if they were shared out equally?

15.

What date is 21/5/12

16. What do the symbols + - and X mean in maths
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Numbers – diagnostic testing (assessor copy)
1. Count the ducks in each row and say the number out loud:
Read the question to the student. If they count each row, note whether they have
emphasised the last number in each row. Then ask “How many ducks are in each
row” note whether they give you the final number or have to recount

a.

b.

c.

2. How many birds are in each group?
Note whether student counts each item individually or if they can state the number
without counting
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a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.
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3. Write the numbers 1- 20 in the boxes below:
Where a student has difficulty with manipulating a writing instrument, this and the
following exercises may be done by:



transferring the table to an iPad or computer and using a keyboard to enter
numbers, or
having numbers cut out and having the student point to the correct number which
can then be placed in the square.

Where a student is non-verbal cards may be used.

1

2

3

Now you start with 1 and continue

4. How do you write the following numbers:
Say each number out loud and have the student write the numerical figure.

Four
Twelve
Twenty three
One hundred and forty nine
5. Write the numbers to the end of the boxes. Begin at 91 and
count by ones:
91

6. Write the numbers to the ends of the boxes. Begin at 991 and
count by ones to the end of the boxes:
991
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7. In the picture below are there more cats or dogs? Are there
more fish or more birds?

8. If we add the cats to the dogs how many animals do we have?

9. If we have 5 cats and 4 dogs how many animals do we have?

10. If you divided the birds above by 2, how many would you
have?

11. If we have 9 cats and take away 3, how many do we have?

12. How many dogs do you have to add to 4 cats to have 10
animals?
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13. What does 3 x 4 equal?

14. Jane, Susan and Keith have 15 biscuits between them. How
many would each person have if they were shared out equally?

15.

What date is 21/5/12

16. What do the symbols + - and X mean in maths
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Numbers – assessment
Student
Assessor
Date
Question Key understanding
1

Yes

No

Uses
calculator

Understands concept of number
Accurately counts each number
Emphasises final number
Has enough confidence in answer
not to recount

2.

Accurately assesses number in group
Counting components of group
Without counting

3.

Understand correlation between number
and symbol
Identifies symbol for each number
Counts to 10
Counts to 20

4

Writes symbol for random numbers
Under 10
Under 20
Under 100
Over 100

5.

Counts to 100
Counts over 100

6.

Counts to 1000
Counts over 1000
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7.

Understands comparison - identifies
”more” or “less”

8.

Understands basic addition using
concrete objects
Meaningful Pathways

9.

Understands basic addition using
symbols for numbers

10.

Understands basic subtraction using
symbols for numbers

11.

Understand how to re structure a
question to form a basic calculation

12.

Understands the concepts of simple
division

13.

Understands complex mathematical
symbols

Overall assessment of student

Next steps

Concepts that student needs more help with
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5.3 Money
These tests are not scored and do not have a pass or fail, they are designed to assess
whether a student has a basic understanding of some key concepts of money and
where they need instruction.

Key understandings


Recognition of Australian coins



Individual values of coins



Combinations of coins to make differing values



Values of coins to purchase items



Pricing differences



Concepts of change



Simple change calculations

Materials


Coins representing each denomination of Australian money.



Representations of $20, $10 and $5 notes.



If these are not available, the pictures on the test may be used.

Procedure
The student has his/her workbook in front of them. Inform them that there will be no
scoring or pass/fail but that the test is to indicate where they may need assistance. The
student should be given time to work out the answer and either say (or write the answer
if they are able).

Do not assist the student other than to write their answer if needed but if the student is
struggling suggest they move on to the next question. Where they are struggling on
three consecutive questions suggest that they finish.

Complete the assessment sheet. There is no score, but questions relate to key
understanding and failure to answer correctly should indicate where a student needs
help. Complete the section on “Where student needs help” and “Plan for student”.
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Money – diagnostic testing
1. Can you identify the following coins?

2. How much money is this?

3. How much money is this?

4. Will it buy a) a packet of biscuits for $1.30 b) a newspaper for
$2.50?

5. Which is the most expensive?

$3.20

50

$4.00

$7.00
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6. If you bought them all would you have change from the
following notes:
a)

b)

c)

7. If so how much?
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Money – diagnostic testing (assessor copy)
Read questions to the student

8. Can you identify the following coins?
Set out coins and ask the student to identify each

9. How much money is this?
Where possible use real 20c pieces otherwise use the picture below

10. How much money is this?
Where possible use real coins

11. Will it buy a) a packet of biscuits for $1.30 b) a newspaper
for $2.50?

12. Which is the most expensive?

$3.20
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13. If you bought them all would you have change from the
following notes:
Where possible use real notes otherwise use the picture below

a)

b)

c)

14. If so how much?
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Money – assessment

Student
Assessor
Date
Question Key understanding

Yes

1

Recognising accurately all Australian coins

2

Understanding individual values of coins

3

Understanding combinations of coins to make differing
values

4

Understanding of values of coins to purchase items

5

Understanding pricing differences

6

Understanding concepts of change

7

Understanding simple change calculations

Overall assessment of student

No

Next steps

Concepts that student needs more
help with
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5.4 Measurement
These tests are not scored and do not have a pass or fail, they are designed to assess
whether a student has a basic understanding of some key concepts of measurement
and where they need instruction.

Questions have been set out according to measurement concepts of length, time,
weight and volume according to key understanding set out below.

Key understandings


Understanding comparison of things by how much of a different attribute each
has:
o Length - question a.; Time- question a.; Weight- question a.; and Volumequestion a



Understanding that we measure by units applicable to different attributes:
o Length – question e; Time – question c; Weight – question - e, Volume –
question d



Understanding the most applicable unit for the thing being measured:
o Length question f, Weight – question d



Understanding how to measure using correct units and the correct instrument:
o Length – question c and d; Time question b; Weight question c and d;
Volume question c



Understanding digital, 24 hour and/or analogue time:
o Time –question -d

Materials


Length: a ruler



Weight: two objects of differing weights, a pair of scales



Volume: two jars of different shapes, a measuring spoon, a packet of sugar,
scales
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Procedure
The student has his/her workbook in front of them. Inform them that there will be no
scoring or pass/fail but that the test is to indicate where they may need to develop their
skills.

The student should be given time to work out the answer and either say or write the
answer.

Do not assist the student other than to write their answer if needed but if the student is
struggling suggest they move on to the next question. Where they are struggling on
three consecutive questions suggest that they move onto the next concept.

Length
Place the ruler in front of the student at the start of the exercise and allow them to
discover it as a measuring tool.

Weight
Place the scale and the two objects in front of the student. For question a, allow the
student to weigh the two objects in their hands to determine which is heavier.

Volume
Place empty jars, scales, measuring spoon and a packet of sugar in front of student.
There is no score, but questions relate to key understanding and failure to answer
correctly should indicate where a student needs help.
Complete the section on “Where student needs help” and “Plan for student”.
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Measurement – diagnostic testing
A. Length
In the following examples which line is longer?
A

B

A
B

A

B

a. How could we measure each line?
b. Now measure each and say which is the longer
c. What did you use to measure?
d. What unit would we measure in: i. hours, ii grams, iii centimentres,
iv spoonfuls?
e. If we were measuring the distance between Melbourne and
Seymour what unit would we use?
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B. Time
TV Guide
Channel 2

Channel 7

Channel 9

A Taste of Landline
8.00pm – 8.30pm

Better Homes and
Gardens
7.00pm – 8.35pm

One Day Series
Cricket
6.30pm – 10.00pm

a. Which program starts first? which program finishes first?
b. Which program goes for the longest time? which program goes
for the shortest time?
c. What would we use to make sure we watched the program we
wanted to see on time?
d. What units do we measure time in?
Clock
The following are times on a digital watch. Can you a) say what the time
is on each and b) match that time to the clock face above it?

10.55

3.00

5.55

5.20

6.20

C. Weight
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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You have been given two objects,which is the heavier?
How could you test if you are correct?
What would you use?
Weigh each object and tell me their weights
What units would you use to measure a) sugar for a cake b) a
person?
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D. Volume
Jars of sugar

b.
c.
d.
e.

Which jar would hold the most sugar?
How could you measure this?
What would you use?
What units would you use to measure the amount of sugar in a
jar:
a. cups
b. kilos
c. metres
d. teaspoons
e. grams
f. tablespoons
e. Using two jars measure out an equal amount in each
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Measurement – assessment
Student
Assessor
Date
Question

Key understanding

Yes

No

Understands comparison of things by how much a
different attribute has
Aa

Length

Ba

Time

Ca

Weight

Da

Volume
Understands that we measure by units applicable to
different attributes

Ae

Length

Bc

Time

Ce

Weight

Dd

Volume
Understands the most applicable unit for the thing
being measured

Af

Length

Cd

Weight
Understands the concept of measuring

Ab

Length

Cb

Weight

Db

Volume
Understand identification of correct measurement
tool

Ad

Length

Bb

Time

Cc

Weight

Dc

Volume
Demonstrates ability to measure
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Ac

Length

Bd

Time
Digitally
24 hour clock
Analogue

Cd

Weight

De

Volume

Overall assessment of student

Next steps

Concepts that student needs more
help with
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5.5 Literacy
These tests are not designed in the first instance to test against ACF levels, although
where there is some correspondence this will be indicated. They are designed to
investigate why a student has difficulty reading.

For students who are non-verbal, testing can be undertaken using the cards provided
with this package.

Literacy tests
Letter to Sound Correspondence
This test can be used to indicate whether a student can sound out letters and blended
consonants. It is recommended that upper and lower case letters are used. They can
be found on https://www.scribd.com/document/76048044/Clay-Letter-IdentificationStudent-Sheet
Be aware that students who can’t sound out words may still be able to read using word
recognition techniques.

For people who are non-verbal
A set of cards is included here to enable people who are non-verbal to be tested. Show
four or five cards at a time and ask (for instance) “Which of these letters makes the
sound……?” and ask them to point to the correct letter.

Burt Word Recognition
This tests ability to recognise familiar words. A score of 30 would be about equivalent of
Level 1 ACF. It can be found on
http://www.burtbooks.com/BURTWORDRECOGNITIONTEST.pdf

For people who are non-verbal
A set of cards is included here to enable people who are non-verbal to be tested. Show
each row of words at a time. Ask (for instance) “Which of these words says ’to’?” and
ask them to point to the correct word. Repeat for all words in the row and then continue
to the next row. If the student does not know a word, move to the next word without
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comment. Leave the exercise where the student has been unable to identify a whole
row of words. Add up and check number of words recognised.

Informal Prose Inventory 3
This test was chosen because it deals with topics which would be of interest to adults
rather than just children. It diagnoses reading accuracy and coding skills using running
records techniques, and text comprehension. ACL level 1 students should be able to
score 97% or more on IPI Level 0 and 1. It can be purchased through
www.handyres.com and is copyrighted to school or organisation purchasing.

For people who are non-verbal
Running records are not appropriate for people who are non-verbal. However some
assessment of their reading level can be made by using the multiple choice
comprehension tests adapted from Handy Resources with permission for the following
prose selections:


Camping



Ducks



Recycling



The First Houses

Ask student to read the prose piece selected. Ask the questions given and ask the
student to use the letter cards provided to choose an answer. They may look at the
prose piece while they do this and search for the correct answer. Less than three
correct answers would indicate that have not yet an understanding of the reading.
Please note that although reading accuracy can be indicated this test cannot test the
coding skills the student is using for reading.
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Spelling diagnostic
Based on the work of J.L Donovan and C.R. Marshall,(2016) Comparing the verbal selfreports of spelling strategies used by children with and without dyslexia, International
Journal of Disability, Development and Education, 63:1, 27-44. With author permission.

Objective
The objective of this test is to give teachers information on which to base targeted
reading/spelling.

Equipment


A set of 51 cards: 17 words with 3 different spellings. On the reverse of each
card is the correct spelling and a sentence which includes the word and which
indicates the meaning.



A diagnostic form.

Process


Explain to the participant that they will hear a word and then be shown some
alternative spellings of that word.



The word is said and the participant presented with three alternative spellings.



The tester says the word and the sentence.



The participant is asked which spelling they think is correct.



Record the answer and ask participant why they chose that alternative and why
they rejected the other spellings. Record their answer.



Show the participant the correct answer and ask how they might learn the
correct spelling for the future.



Thank the participant for their contribution.

Form completion
Strategies used by participant (more than one strategy can be recorded):


Retrieval automatic (RA)
Where a participant provides an automatic response (whether correct or
incorrect) and could not explain the strategy used.
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Retrieval using strategy (RS)
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Where a participant used retrieval and was able to identify a strategy for
retrieving the answer e.g. mnemonics or a memory trigger.


Sounding out (SO)
Where the participant identified the spelling using sounds or saying the word out
loud.



Retrieve /sound out (RSO)
Where the spelling was partly retrieved and partly sounded out.



Drawing analogies (DA)
Where the participant provided references to other words with a similar pattern
e.g. “Light is like sight”.



Relying on rules (RR)
Where the participant relies on a “rule” or convention e.g. i before e except after
c.



Visual checking (VS)
Where the participant uses a phrase which indicates they are using a visual
approach “ I have seen that before” or “it looks right”.



Semantic knowledge (SK)
Where the participant recognised that the same sound can be spelled differently
eg. patience and patients.

Analysis
Raw scores should indicate which strategies the participant is relying on.
Where spelling/reading is weak this might also indicate where new strategies might be
introduced.
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Spelling – diagnostic testing
Name:
Card
number
1

Assessor:
Correct/incorrect Strategies
used

Date:

Why strategy was chosen

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
66
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Ideas for learning in future

12
13
14
15
16
17

Number of correct answers
Times strategy used
RA
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RS

SO

RSO

DA

RR
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VS

SK

5.6 Comprehension
Comprehension for people who are non-verbal
Adapted with permission from:
Ayrey, H. (2008) Informal Prose Inventory 3, Handy Resources, Christchurch, New
Zealand
Burt Word Recognition Test Revised (1974)

Used with permission of Handy Resources www.handyres.com
Copyright © 2003 Handy Resources

Procedure
Ask student to read the prose piece chosen. Ask the questions below and ask the
student to use the letter cards provided to choose an answer. They may look at the
prose piece while they do this and search for the correct answer. Less than three
correct answers would indicate that have not yet an understanding of the reading.

There may be more than one correct answer.

Please note that although reading accuracy can be indicated this test cannot test the
coding skills the student is using for reading.
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Camping – Level 0
Some people like to go camping. They like to leave their house in the city
and live in a tent. They like to go camping for a holiday. It is fun to cook on
a campfire and sleep in sleeping bags. They like the fresh air. The best
places to camp are in forests, or near the water. In these places people
can go for a hike, catch fish, have a swim, and find new things. Some
people like to be on their own. Other people like to camp with friends or
family. It is great sitting around a campfire at night instead of watching TV.
The only problem with camping is when it starts to rain. Everything gets
wet. It is time to pack up and go home.
Questions
What does the report say people leave behind when they are
camping?
a) Their mother and father

c)Their house in the city

b) Their comfortable beds

d) Their friends

What does the report say people live in when they are camping?
a) A caravan

c) A house

b) A car

d) A tent

What does the report say are fun things to do when camping?
a) Cook on a camp fire

c) Swim

b) Walk in the bush

d) Sleep in sleeping bags

Where does the report say are the best places to go camping?
a) In towns

c) Forests

b) Caravan parks

d) Near water

What does the report say you should do if it starts raining?
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a) Light a fire

c) Shelter under a tree

b) Pack up and go home

d) Put up an umbrella
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Ducks – Level 2
If you pass by a large pond or lake you might see ducks on the water.
Ducks have feathers that are waterproof which help them to float. They
also keep them warm.

Ducks have webbed feet. They work like paddles and help them to swim.
They can also walk on soft mud without sinking. On the ground they walk
slowly but in the sky they can fly very fast.

Ducks often land on water. They open their wings to slow down. They land
feet first and make a spray of water in from of them.

Ducks eat small water animals and plants from the pond. You can see
their tails sticking out of the water when they are looking for food.
Sometimes they will feed in the fields near the water. They like to catch
works and insects. Some ducks fly away when it gets cold in winter. They
can fly long distance to find a place where it is warmer.

Questions
Where does the report say you might see ducks?
a) In a zoo

c) Under trees

b) In a large pond

d) In the sea

How does the report say feathers help ducks?
a) To help them float

c) To make them look pretty

b) To keep them warm

d) So we can recognise them

How does the report say ducks walk on the ground?
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a) Quickly

c) Slowly

b) They don’t walk on the ground

d) They waddle
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What does the report say ducks eat from the pond?
a) Bread crumbs

c) Insects

b) Plants

d) Small water animals

What does the report say ducks do when it gets cold in winter?
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a) Fly away somewhere warmer

c) Snuggle up in their nests

b) Hibernate

d) Stay where they are
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Recycling – Level 3
Every week households in the city are throwing away more and more
rubbish. Some of this could be recycled.
There are two reasons for doing this. Firstly, there is too much rubbish.
Burning it and dumping it have been the most common ways of getting rid
of it. But now there are is so much to get rid of, it is having a bad effect on
our environment. Burning causes air pollution and land is becoming too
valuable to be used as a dumping ground.

The second reason is that we are running out of materials that are used to
make these things in the first place.

It makes sense to try and reuse some of these things we throw away. It
does take a bit of time on your part but it is well worth it. Glass, paper, and
cans are easily sorted. Many cities now give out special bins to help you
do this and these are emptied every week. There are also special places
where you can leave empty cans and old newspapers. Something else
you can do is use your food scraps to make compost for your garden.
Questions
What does the report say happens every week in most households
in the city?
a) We do our washing

c) We go out for dinner

b) We throw away rubbish

d) We put out the bins

What does the report say have been the most common ways of
getting rid of rubbish in the past?
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c) Recycling it

b) Dumping it

d) Composting it
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What does the report say is the bad effect of burning rubbish?
a) It causes air pollution

c) It might make other things catch fire

b) It makes a bad smell

d) We might not be able to put it out

What types of rubbish can easily be sorted?
a) Glass

c) Paper

b) Cans

d) Plastic

How does the report say you can recycle food scraps?
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a) Put them in the bin

c) Burn them

b) Make compost for the garden

d) Give then to the pigs
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First Houses – Level 4
The first humans were hunters and moved around looking for food. They
had few tools or skills and weren’t very well organised. They lived in small
groups in caves. As people learnt how to grow food instead of having to
hunt for it, they also learnt how to build their own shelters. Simple tents and
huts were made by tying tree branches together and covering them with
skins, bark or leaves.

As farming became more established, shelters became more permanent
and people started living together in villages. Because there were more
people they could work together on bigger building projects.

They built stronger and more permanent huts from mud brick. The mud
was mixed with straw and shaped into blocks. These were left in the sun to
harden and dry. The straw helped the mud to stay together and stopped
the bricks from cracking as they dried. The walls made from these mud
bricks were held together by mortar or cement.

Over a period of time houses became more complicated and more
attractive in appearance. As better tools were developed people found
different ways to build houses. Instead of just one living space there were
rooms and hallways. By the Middle Ages, most houses in Europe were
made of wood.
Questions
How does the report say the first people got their food?
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a) They hunted

c) They grew it

b) They went to the shop

d) They picked it
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Where does the report say these people lived when they learnt to
grow food?
a) They lived in caves

c) They built huts

b) They lived in big houses

d) They lived in simple tents

What does the report say was the advantage of people living
together in villages?
a) They could work together on bigger building projects
b) They could see each other every day
c) They could hold parties

d) They could baby sit for each other

Why did they use straw when making mud bricks?
a) They had plenty of straw

b) They were experimenting

c) The straw helped the mud to stay together
d) The straw stopped the mud from smelling bad
How did the appearance of houses change over time?
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a) They had two storeys

c) The became more complicated

b) They became more attractive

d) They had gardens
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6 Action Plan

Participant
Meeting date
Mentor
Other people present
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6.1 About Action Planning
The Action Plan is the end result of the first part of planning incorporating all that has
been discovered in the Possibilities and the Attainability.

The Action Plan is developed by the participant, their mentor, the career planner (if
there is one) and anyone else who has an interest in the future of the participant.

Things to be aware of


Steps need to be very small – sometimes incremental so that progress can be
achieved and seen to be achieved.



Action plans can be changed at any time.



Start with the most achievable actions and those which will benefit the participant
even if later plans have to be changed.



Time is essential as participants don’t always disclose everything about their
lives at once.

Review dates
Review dates are not the dates that actions have to be completed by but are regular
checks to see how the plan is going. It is recommended that these are set into an
Outlook calendar .

Questions to be asked at review dates:
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Are we on track? If not why not?



Is this the right pathway?



Is this the right dream?

Meaningful Pathways

6.2 Goals
Long term goals
What I would like to do

Short term goals
Things I need to do to reach my long term goal

Things we need to know
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6.3 Action Plan
Long term goal
Short term goal 1
Step 1
Start date Completion
date

Who can help
People

Review date

Progress

Review date

Progress

Organisation

Recommendations at review
Step 2

Start date Completion
date

Who can help
People

Organisation

Recommendations at review
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Long term goal
Short term goal 2
Step 1
Start date Completion
date

Who can help
People

Review date

Progress

Review date

Progress

Organisation

Recommendations at review
Step 2

Start date Completion
date

Who can help
People

Organisation

Recommendations at review
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Example
Long term goals
What I would like to do
I would like to be a fitness instructor

Short term goals
Things I need to do to reach my long term goal
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to TAFE college to do a Cert IV in Personal Training
Do volunteer work in physical fitness training
Keep up my own physical fitness
Improve my literacy

Things we need to know
John is very fit and loves to work out. He is travel trained. He has completed Year 10 at school.
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I would like to be a fitness instructor
Long term goal
Improve literacy
Short term goal 1
Step 1
Start date Completion
Who can help
date
People

Organisation

Find literacy
class at my
level

The local
neighbourhood
house

Now

December 2016

Recommendations at review
Step 2
Look for
volunteer
work at local
gym

Progress

1st October
2015
1st November
2016
1st December
2016

John has been
promised a place at
AAA neighbourhood
house literacy class

October – John still hasn’t been to see them. Ask his mother to remind him
November – John has been to the neighbourhood house and enrolled for next year

Start date Completion
date

Who can help
People

Now

Vince the local
gym manager

On going

Recommendations at review
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My mentor
My Mum

Review date

Review date

Progress

1st October
2015
1st November
2016
1st December
2016

Vince is happy to
take John on

Organisation
Fitter You Gym

John should be encouraged to keep this up as it will give him experience and maybe a
reference
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7 Attainability profile

Participant
Mentor
Current
employment
Tasks
Date
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7.1 Work readiness profile
Date conducted
Self/supervisor/mentor conducted
(name)
Assessment notes and recommendations

Assessor signature
Assessor name
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7.2 Skills and qualifications
Skills and
qualifications
already acquired

Skills and
qualifications
already required for
dream job

7.3 Diagnostics
Test
administered

Results or
score

Assessor notes and
recommendations

Number
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor
Measurement
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor
Money
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor
85
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Patterning
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor

Literacy
Test
administered

Results or
score

Assessor notes and
recommendations

Letter to sound correspondence
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor
Burt Word Recognition test
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor
Informal prose inventory 3 (Reading)
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor
Informal prose inventory 3 (Comprehension)
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor
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Comprehension test
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor
Spelling test
Date administered
Time taken
Assessor

Assessor notes and recommendations
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8 Diagnostic cards
8.1 Numbers
For test number 3

1

2

3

6

7

11
16
88

12
17

8

4
x
9

10

13

x
14

15

18

x
19

20
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5

For test number 4

4
56

12
160

23

149

67

9

x
3

22

x
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For test number 5

91
96
101
106

90

92
97
102
107

93

94

95

98

x
99

100

103

x
104

105

108

x
109

110
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For test number 6

991
996
1001
1006
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992
997
1002
1007

993

994

995

998

x
999

1000

1003

x
1004

1005

1008

x
1009

1100
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8.2 Patterning

x
x

A

b

x

a

A

1,2,3

4,5,6

7,8,9

x
10,11,12
92

12

9, 10

c
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b

34

12

56

12
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A

S

D

R

8.3 Letters

P

x

E

M

G

Y

F

x

T

Q

V

J

H

x

I
93

C

N

U
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O

94

p

a

s

w

r

e

m

g

y

f

t

q

z

j

x

i

c

n

u

o
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8.4 Burts Word Recognition cards
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to

is

up

he

at

for

my

sun

one

of

big

some

his

or

an

went

boys

that

girl

water
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just

day

wet

pot

things

no

told

love

now

sad

nurse

carry

quickly

village

scramble

journey

terror

return

twisted

shelves
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beware

explorer

known

projecting

tongue

serious

domineer

obtain

lunchtime

belief

emergency

events

steadiness

nourishment

fringe
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8.5 Spelling

asked

asct

arsked

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

I asked for a biscuit

I asked for a biscuit

I asked for a biscuit

because

becos

bicause

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

I wear a coat because it is
cold

I wear a coat because it is
cold

I wear a coat because it is
cold

x
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have

hav

haf

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

I have a cold

I have a cold

I have a cold

through

threw

throu

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

She walked through the
door

She walked through the
door

She walked through the
door

x
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believe

beleive

beleve

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

I don’t believe in ghosts

I don’t believe in ghosts

I don’t believe in ghosts

light

lyte

ligt

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

Turn on the light

Turn on the light

Turn on the light

x
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February

Febuary

Febuery

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

It gets hot in February

It gets hot in February

It gets hot in February

dropped

dropt

droped

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

She dropped the plate and
broke it

She dropped the plate and
broke it

She dropped the plate and
broke it

x
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would

wood

wude

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

What would you like?

What would you like?

What would you like?

swimming

swiming

siming

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

We go swimming at the pool

We go swimming at the pool

We go swimming at the pool

x
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know

now

no

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

I know how to swim

I know how to swim

I know how to swim

opened

openned

opend

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

He opened the door

He opened the door

He opened the door

x
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emergency

emerjency

immergency

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

In an emergency call 000

In an emergency call 000

In an emergency call 000

patience

patients

pashience

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

It takes patience to train a
dog

It takes patience to train a
dog

It takes patience to train a
dog

x
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autumn

ortumn

autum

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

In autumn the leaves turn
brown

In autumn the leaves turn
brown

In autumn the leaves turn
brown

receive

recieve

reseve

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

I like to receive presents on
my birthday

I like to receive presents on
my birthday

I like to receive presents on
my birthday

x
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phenomenon

fenominon

fenonmenon

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

Stars are a phenomenon of
the night sky

Stars are a phenomenon of
the night sky

Stars are a phenomenon of
the night sky

x

8.6 Comprehension

a
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b

c
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